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BYRON AND CIROLY 

"Pray send me no more poetry but what is 
rare and decidedly good. There is such a trash 
of Keats and the like upon my tables, that I 
am ashamed to look at them. I say nothing 
again;st your parsons., your Smedleys and your 
Crolys: it is all very fine; but pray dispense 
me from the pleasure, as also from Mrs. He- 
man" So Byron wrote to Murray in Septem- 
ber, 1820 (Letters and Journals, V, 94-5). In 
a later letter he gives the grudging praise, 
" Croly is superior to many, but seems to think 
himself inferior to Nobody" (ibid. V, 117). 
In Don Juan (XI, 57) the lines 

" Pegasus has a psalmodic amble 
Beneath the very Reverend Rowley Powley" 

refer to the same " parson poet," and the phrase 
" Cambyses' roaring Romans" in the next 
Btanza is an indication that Byron had read 
Croly's play Catiline. This dramatic version 
of the conspiracy and death of Catiline is in- 
finitely inferior to that of Ben Jonson, to 
which, however, it owes little, though the debt 
to Shakespeare, especially to Julius Caesar, is 
enormous. It shows the influnence of Byron in 
its celebration of liberty and in its curious 
Tingling of aristocratic and democratic senti- 
ments, but it is on the whole a production of 
very little consequence. Croly's debt to Byron 
is more apparent in other poems, especially in 
Paris in 1815, which, particularly in the second 
part, is an imitation of ChIilde Harold, and in 
The Modern Orlando, a rather tame copy of 
Don Juan. This debt, however, he shared with 
many other poetasters and it is quite common- 
place. The interest of his work lies in the fact 
that to certain portions of it Byron was under 
reciprocal obligations. 

Kolbing, following out in detail a chance re- 
mark in Darmesteter's edition of Childe Har- 
old, has pointed out the resemblances between 
certain passages in Dupaty's Lettres sur l'Italis 
and portions of the fourth canto of Childe 

Harold (Englische Studien XVII, 448, f). 
Mr. E. H. Coleridge has noted the resemblances 
between stanzas xlix, cxl, cxli, clx, and Don 
Juan IV, 61. He suggests a passage from 
Thomson's Liberty (IV, 131-206) as their 
probable source (Poetry, VI, 200). The posi- 
ble influence upon this canto exerted by Croly's 
Paris in 1816 (Poetical Works of the Rev. 
George Croly, vol. I, pp. 1-147) has, I think, 
never been pointed out. On September 4, 1817, 
Byron wrote to Murray with proposals for the 
publication of " the new Canto." " It con- 
cludes the poem, and consists of 144 stanzas." 
(Letters and Journals, IV, 164.) Later he 
alded forty-two more stanzas. In the same 
letter there occurs the following paragraph: 
" By Mr. Rose I received safely, though tardily' 
magnesia and tooth-powder, Phrosine and 
Alashtarl I shall clean my teeth with one, and 
wipe my shoes with the other. Why do you 
send me such trash-worse than trash, the 
Sublime of Mediocrity? Thanks for Lallah, 
however, which is good; and thanks for the 
Ediniburgh and Quarterly, both very amusing 
and well written. Paris in 1815, etc.-good. 
Modern Greece-good for nothing." From this 
it is evident that Byron read with approval 
Croly's poem at the same time that he was at 
work upon the last canto of Childe Harold. 

Paris in 1816 was published in 1817. It 
sketches various aspects of the French capital 
as seen during the occupation by the allies fol- 
lowing Waterloo. The second part of the poem 
(p. 79, f.), written entirely in the Spenserian 
stanza, is full of superficial Byroi. It 
draws its subject matter largely from the vast 
collection of treasures of art of which Napoleon 
had rifled Italy and which, at the time of the 
occupation of Paris, were still in the Louvre. 
The typically Bryonic themes-" the glory that 
was Greece," the triumph of time, the futility 
of fame, detestation of war, the imnortality of 
mind, etc.-are tokens of the inspiration of the 
piece. The important fact is the choice of in- 
dividual subjects. 

Upon the Arc de Triumph the poet sees the 
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" glorious Grecian steeds " (stanza iv) stolen 
from Venice. With this; compare Cihilde 
Harold, IV, xiii. Croly has a long note on the 
hormes of St. Mark. "1After Venice had sus- 
tained herself for thirteen hundred years," he 
saYs, " her constitution was; totally subverted 
by Napoleon, and her territory made a pro- 
vince.". Compare Byron's line " Her thirteen 
hundred years of freedom done." The past 
glory and present lowliness of Venice is la- 
mented through several stanzas (iv-xvM-i), -with 
especial emphasis upon the degenerate nature 
of the modern Venetian. The days of that 

"Warrior who his ninetieth year has seen, .. 
As if to War grown old, immortal Dandolo"1 

are recalled with regret (sitanza xiv), with 
which compare Byron's " Oh for one hour of 
blind old Dandolo!I" (stanza xii). 

At stanza xx.i Croly turns to the treasures 
of the Louvre. Several stanzas are devoted to 
various pitnsby Salvator Rosa, Raphael, 
and Titian. To these there is nothing cor- 
responding in Childe Harold. Thisi is not sur- 
prisiing. In a letter of Byron's (IV, 107) there 
is this passage: " You must recollect .. 
that I know nothing of painting; and that I 
detest it. . .. I spit upon and abhor all the 
Saints and subjects of one-half the impo-stue 
I see in the churches and palacesi. . . . De- 
pend upon it,'of all the artsi, it is the mosit arti- 
iceial and uin-natural, and that by which the non- 
sense of manki-nd is the most imposed upon." 
Throughout thisi part of Paris in~ 1816 the sense 
of the pathos of despoiled Italy is keenest; but 
the resemblance to (Jhilde Harold is of a gen- 
eral nature only. 

The Apollo of the Belvedere is the subject 
of sitanzas xlvi-xlix. Compare Byron's descrip- 
tion in- stanzas clxi--clx1uii, especially these 
phrases: 

"High scorn, instinctive power are in his; gaze" 
(Croly) 

"In his; eye 
Aind nostril beautiful Disdain and Might." 

(Byron) 

"His bow is scarce relax'd,1 his shaft scarce flown" 
(Croly) 

"The shaft bath just been shot" (Byron) 

"Arch'd by the sunset with a burst of rays 
King of the sun-beam." (Croly) 

"The God of Life, and Poesy, and Light- 
The Sun in human limbs arrayed." (Byon) 

Croly's fiftieth stanza describes the Iaoco5n. 
Compare Childe Harold, IV, clx. The idea of 
the two stanzas is identical, but there are no 
verbal reminiscences, though Byron's principal 
rime (paiun-vain-strain--hain) is the same 
as Croly's (chan-pa-draiu brain). 

Stanzas li-lv of Paris tn 1815 are a long de- 
scription of the Dying Gladiator. Compare 
Childe Harold, IV, cxl-cxli. Croly accepts the 
interpretation that the statue represents not a 
gladiator but a dying German upon the field of 
battle. Byron's description, though better, 
closely resembles Croly's. Compare: 

"His heavy forehead glooms, bends, plunges, to the 
ground." (Croly.) 

"His drooped head sinks gradually low." 
(Byron.) 

"The blood-drops steal 
Slow from his breast." (Croly.) 

"Through his side the last drops, ebbing slow 
From the red gash, fall heavy, one by one. 

(Byron.) 

In each poet's mind the sight of the dying " bar- 
barian " calls up ideas of vengeance. 

Last of the captured worka of art, Croly de- 
scribes the Venus de Medici (stanzas lvi-lv-ii). 
The parallel passage occurs early in Childe 
Harold, IV, for Byron saw the statue in Flor- 
ence before visiting Rome, when, as E. H. 
Coleridge says, " the lovely Lady, thanks to the 
much-abused 'Powers,' was once more in her 
proper shrine." Byron's stanzas (ilix-liii) 
lead up to the blessing bestowed upon Paris 
and Anchises; Croly's to the birth of Venus of 
the sea. There is but one parallel in expression 
between the two descriptions: 

" There stands the goddess, by the Grecian seen 
In the mind's lonely, deep idolatry." (Croly.) 

" We stand, and in that form and face behold 
What Mind can make, when Nature's self would 

fail; 
And to the fond Idolaters of old 
Envy the innate fash which such a soul could 

mould." (Byron.) 
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There are other resemblances besides the de- 
scriptions of works of art. The introduction 
of many references to the French Revolution 
and to Napoleon is only natural in Croly's 
poem, but in Childe Harold is, at least, unex- 
pected. With Paris in 1815, stanza MiU, com- 
pare Childe Harold, IV, xcii. With Croly's 

" the feast 
Where guilty France got drunk, but not with wine," 

(stanza lxxii) 

compare Byron's 

"France got drunk with blood to vomit crime; 
And fatal have her Saturnalia beenu" (stanza 

xcvii). 

Towards the end of his poem (stanza xcviii) 
Croly pays a tribute of regret to the Princess 
Charlotte, even as towards the end of his 
(stanzas clxvii-clxxii) Byron voices the na- 
tional grief at the same loss. 

If the above series of parallels be considered, 
especially with due regard to the fact that Byron 
read Paris in 1815 while composing his fourth 
eanto, it will, I think, be admitted that Croly's 
poem must be numbered among Byron's sources. 

Paris in 1815 ends with a loyal, high Tory 
eulogy of George III. The description of the 
funeral (stanzas xcix-ci) evidently influenced 
Byron's Vision of Judgment, stanzas ix and x. 
With Croly's references to the "pomp,"y "the 
Gothic mazes" " the silken banners," "thousand 
torches blaze," " gorgeous catacomb," " gild- 
ing," "gold," etc., compare Byron's "pomp," 
" Gothic manners," " banners," " torches," 
"C gorgeous coffins," " gilding," " gold," etc. 
Croly's tribute was certainly part of that " due 
infusion " of purchased " elegy " at which 
Byron aimed his satire. 

Another poem of Croly's, while not a direct 
source, is closely related to Byron. This is 
the Angel of the World (Poetical Works I, 
177-225), published in 1820, the earliest of 
four poems, all published within two or three 
years of each other, on the subject of the love 
of the " sons of God " for the " daughters of 
men..." The other poems are Moore's Loves of 

the Angels, Byron's Heaven and Earth, and 
Thomas Dale's Irad and Adah. Croly's poem, 
like the story of the first angel in Moore's poem, 
is on the subject of the Rabbinical legend of the 
angels Haruth and Maruth. In an article on 
" Die Engel HErftt und M&rfit in der englischen 
Dichtung " (Englische Studien, XXXVII, 
461, f.), Koeppel discusses Moore's version and 
William Basse's Woman in the Moon, but does 
not refer to Croly. Nor is the poem mentioned 
in Mayn's monograph Uber Lord Byrone 
"Heaven and Earth," Breslau, 1887. Croly 
follows the legend loosely, but preserves the 
central incident of the drunken angel, who is 
beguiled by a fair maiden into revealing the 
charm which causes his wings to appear when 
he desires to return to Heaven. The maiden, 
having tempted him into betrayal of the secret, 
changes into the awful form of the fallen Eblis, 
who had assumed the seductive shape in order 
to compass the ruin of the angel. This catas- 
trophe is very different from the sentimental 
conclusion of Moore's story, in which the 
maiden, pronouncing the charm, escapes from 
the importunities of her angel-lover and takes 
up her chaste abode in a star. Croly shows the 
influence of Byron in his choice of the Spen- 
serian stanza and, possibly, in the Oriental 
theme. The introduction of Eblis suggests 
Beckford's Vathekc as well as The Giaour, and 
references to the ruins of Palmyra recall Vol- 
ney and Queen Mab. The poem is of little 
intrinsic worth, but is of some interest as the 
first of the group of poems on the same gen- 
eral theme. 

SAMUEL C. CHEW, JR. 
The Johme Hopkin8 University. 

THE STORY OF TROY IN ORLDERIC 
VITAL 

There are three allusions to the Trojan War 
in Orderic's history. The first simply affirms 
Dares' authority in the matter.' The second 
is quite explicit, and proves Orderic's complete 
reliance ona Dares, to the exclusion of other 
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